
Group for Bifocal…

 Bifocal Students have PCM (Physics, Chemistry and 

Mathematics) Group.

 They have to Left Biology and Second language (Marathi , 

Hindi)

 Bifocal Student has following Subject:-

1. English (100 Marks)

2. Physics 

3. Chemistry

4. Mathematics

5. Bifocal (Electronics or Computer Science)



Bifocal Subjects
Computer Science and Electronics are 

Bifocal Subjects.

Paper I :- Theory (50 M) + Practical (50 M) = 100 
Marks

Paper II :- Theory (50 M) + Practical (50 M) = 100 
Marks

Total = 200 Marks 



Bifocal Admission is according to 

Technical Office Directives based on 

Merit and reservation as per norms.

Students who had technical 

subject in their school have 25% 

quota in Bifocal.



Advantages …

 Students get good practical knowledge as practical is for 100 

marks

 Student can focus on PCM group, JEE/CET studies

 Bifocal is a 200 marks subject, so students can score good 

percentage, which will be helpful for JEE/CET Admission.

 For IIT admission student require 75% in XII exam, 100 

marks practical will help to increase percentage in board 

exam.

 Very important, at the time of engineering admission if the 

student scores less than 50 marks in PCM group then 

instead of Chemistry Bifocal marks are considered

 In boared examination maximum student score out of marks 

in bifocal(200/200) which is near about 31% of total Marks.



Why Bifocal..

Student can choose one subject 

either Electronics or Computer 

science for 200 marks, which may be 

the based of Engineering and 

Graduation Studies like BE, B.Sc, 

B.C.S, B.C.A and any graduation 

course first year syllabus.



Documents required for Bifocal 

Admission..

 Xerox copy of 10th Mark sheet.

 Xerox copy of school leaving.

 Xerox copy of cast certificate of student.

 Xerox copy of 11th online admission receipt (Application 
No.)
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